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Musical pattern

Poster summary

Segmentation algorithm
Our goal is to frame dark blocks (zones of high similarity) as
segments, as they share the same (or a very similar) musical
patterns representation, i.e. musical content.

This poster presents a tensor factorization technique called Nonnegative Tucker Decomposition
(NTD), and its application to MIR.
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We find that NTD can extract new representations of music signals and uncovers audio patterns
in music pieces.
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To this end, we developed a dynamic programming algorithm,
which aims at optimally fitting these dark zones.

We evaluate this representations in the task of structural segmentation of music in audio form.
NTD was first applied to music modeling by [1].
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This is a maximization algorithm, where the cost is a convolution with a predetermined kernel, weighted by the size of the
segment.

Each slice of the core defines a musical pattern, and is associated with a column of the Q matrix.

Note: this gif only animates in Adobe Acrobat Reader©. Otherwise, you can see it a this
link: https://gph.is/g/a9YJjN5

Q matrix: musical patterns as features for the bars.
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Figure 1. Chromagram of “Come Together”, by The Beatles.
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Figure 4. QT matrix of “Come Together”, with T 0 = 12 and B 0 = 10. Grey lines: segmentation annotation.

Hence, QT is a barwise representation of the song, with musical patterns as features.
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X(f, t, b) ≈

G(f 0, t0, b0)W (f, f 0)H(t, t0)Q(b, b0)
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Figure 6. Segmentation scores (F measure only), with baselines, respectively [3], [4] and [5]. The condition
“Re-aligned on downbeats” means that we manually aligned the original frontiers on our estimated downbeats.









The code of our entire process is open source:













This folder also contains Notebooks, which present detailed experimental results and more technical information about our technique. Feel free to dig it for more details!
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Figure 5. Barwise autosimilarities of the chromagram (left) and of the Q matrix (right). Grey lines: segmentation
annotation.

The Tucker Decomposition can be written, element-wise:
F 0X
,T 0,B 0



See our article: “Uncovering audio patterns in music with Nonnegative Tucker Decomposition for
structural segmentation”.
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Going further: article, code and notebooks
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Nonnegative Tucker Decomposition
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Figure 2. TFB tensor model. It can be seen as a concatenation of chromagrams for each bar along a third dimension.

We estimate bars using the toolbox madmom [2]. Then, we cut the chromagram on each downbeat, and fold them in a tensor with two temporal dimensions: inner-bar time and bar indexes.
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Autosimilarity QQ : barwise similarity coefficients
$XWRVLPLODULW\RIWKHVLJQDOQRUPDOL]HGRQHDFKEDU
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Segmentation results on RWC Pop
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Time-Frequency-Bar tensor

Figure 3. Musical pattern, representing the first bar of “Come Together” (far-left): this bar is decomposed as a linear
combination of columns of W (center-left, chroma information) and of H (far-right, rhythmic information). The
combination is defined by the first slice of G (center-right).

The autosimilarity of QT , i.e. QQT , seems to polarize the autosimilarity distribution. This is due
to the sparsity of Q. Meanwhile, high similarity blocks seem to be preserved.
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